Te reo me nga tikanga Māori 1 (TECM101) is a compulsory year one course in the UC initial teacher education undergraduate degree. TECM101 is offered as an on-campus and distance occurrence. Supporting distance students and their language acquisition is an on-going priority in order to produce confident and competent te reo Māori speaking educators. This poster highlights current initiatives used to support students and their language learning.

**Language Perfect**
- Students work independently at own pace
- Word lists are specific to course
- Global competitions / certificates
- Well managed
- Great student engagement / feedback
- No feedback on students pronunciation
- Administration – initial set up time consuming
- Student log in issues

**Adobe Connect**
- Sessions are ‘live’
- Sessions are recorded for subsequent viewing
- Flexibility of delivery – lecturer/student
- Hardware required for successful participation
- Difficulty scheduling sessions to meet all students’ needs

**Echo 360**
- Students feel they are part of the [on-campus] class
- Develop a‘grammar’ library bank
- Consistent information
- Fixed camera – limited area of camera capture
- Fixed camera – no ability to capture audience voice

**Te Whanake resources**
- Language specific podcasts / animations
- Follows a language learning programme
- Interactive
- Speaking, listening, pronunciation activities
- Can appear a little overwhelming